Reliable, clinically useful, and globally applicable diagnostic classification of mental disorders is an essential foundation for global mental health. The World Health Organization (WHO) is nearing completion of the 11th revision of the International Classification of Diseases and Related Health Problems (ICD-11). The present study assessed inter-diagnostician reliability of mental disorders accounting for the greatest proportion of global disease burden and the highest levels of service utilization -schizophrenia and other primary psychotic disorders, mood disorders, anxiety and fear-related disorders, and disorders specifically associated with stress -among adult patients presenting for treatment at 28 participating centers in 13 countries. A concurrent joint-rater design was used, focusing specifically on whether two clinicians, relying on the same clinical information, agreed on the diagnosis when separately applying the ICD-11 diagnostic guidelines. A total of 1,806 patients were assessed by 339 clinicians in the local language. Intraclass kappa coefficients for diagnoses weighted by site and study prevalence ranged from 0.45 (dysthymic disorder) to 0.88 (social anxiety disorder) and would be considered moderate to almost perfect for all diagnoses. Overall, the reliability of the ICD-11 diagnostic guidelines was superior to that previously reported for equivalent ICD-10 guidelines. These data provide support for the suitability of the ICD-11 diagnostic guidelines for implementation at a global level. The findings will inform further revision of the ICD-11 diagnostic guidelines prior to their publication and the development of programs to support professional training and implementation of the ICD-11 by WHO member states.
A classification system that ensures satisfactorily reliable, clinically useful, and globally applicable diagnosis of mental disorders provides an essential foundation for global mental health. Such a system facilitates efficient identification of people with the greatest mental health needs when they seek health care and supports access to appropriate and cost-effective treatment 1 . Classification systems form the interface between health encounters and health information, and are an important foundation for decisions related to health policy and resource allocation at system, national and global levels. A classification that is too cumbersome to use at the encounter level or does not provide clinically useful information to the treating health professional will not be used as intended, cannot provide valid aggregate data, and will fail to support good clinical practice, research, and policy making 2 .
The World Health Organization (WHO) is nearing completion of the 11th revision of the International Classification of Diseases and Related Health Problems (ICD-11), to be released for use by WHO member states in 2018. The revision has provided a major opportunity to bring the ICD classification of mental and behavioural disorders in line with current empirical evidence and clinical practice.
To achieve these aims, the WHO Department of Mental Health and Substance Abuse appointed a series of Working Groups to focus on different disorder areas, and these groups have conducted comprehensive reviews of available evidence, on which their recommendations are based [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . In addition, the Department of Mental Health and Substance Abuse has undertaken a systematic and comprehensive program of formative and evaluative field studies focused particularly on the global applicability and clinical utility of the revised Clinical Descriptions and Diagnostic Guidelines (CDDG) for ICD-11 Mental, Behavioural and Neurodevelopmental Disorders. These field studies are substantially different from previous efforts in their use of innovative methodologies to investigate the application of the guidelines in the context of clinical decision making 9 .
The effectiveness of the ICD-11 CDDG in producing more consistent clinical judgments as compared to the ICD-10 CDDG 10 is currently being tested in a series of Internet-based, multilingual case controlled field studies using standardized case material in the form of vignettes, as these allow for experimental manipulation of the clinical information in a way that isolates the effects of the classification system on diagnostic decision making 11, 12 . The use of the written vignettes offers many advantages in terms of standardization and experimental control.
As an important next step in evaluating the CDDG, studies of their implementation in clinical settings provide a fuller approximation of the subtleties of assessment, interpretation and decision making involved in making diagnoses in real patients. Accordingly, ecological implementation field studies (EIFS) are being conducted in clinical settings in a range of countries to investigate the diagnostic reliability and clinical utility of the proposed ICD-11 CDDG. The EIFS centers are located in countries that diverge widely in terms of languages, culture, and resource levels. The initial results of these studies are described in this paper.
The proposed structure and content of the ICD-11 CDDG were designed to enhance their clinical utility, validity and reliability 13 . The WHO has focused on improving clinical utility in the ICD-11 because it is critical to the WHO's public health goals related to reducing the global burden of mental disorders 1 . The WHO defines clinical utility for classificatory systems as including their value in communicating among stakeholders, their implementation characteristics in clinical practice (e.g., goodness of fit, time required to use them), and their usefulness in making clinical management decisions 14 .
Thus, clinical utility, validity and reliability are distinct but overlapping constructs 15 . An example of the relationship between reliability and clinical utility of diagnoses was provided by the ICD-10 CDDG field trials 16 , which showed that diagnoses with lower reliability were accompanied by lower-than-average ratings of clinical utility (e.g., diagnostic fit, confidence in diagnosis, ease of use, and adequacy of description). Similarly, aspects of the validity of diagnostic constructs also relate to their inherent clinical usefulness in the care of patients, for example in predicting treatment response or course of illness 17 . The reliability of mental disorders diagnoses has been a focus of attention in the revision processes of both the ICD and the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM) of the American Psychiatric Association since the 1970s 18 . Both classificatory systems adopted a descriptive approach to providing diagnostic guidance [19] [20] [21] , in part based on studies suggesting that deficiencies in pre-DSM-III classification systems were major sources of unreliability [22] [23] [24] .
In general, studies of the reliability of diagnostic classifications following the publication of DSM-III documented improved results 18 . However, the lower diagnostic reliability documented in the DSM-5 field trials 25 compared to previous field trials has highlighted the profound influence of methodology on estimates of diagnostic reliability 26 . That is, reliability is not solely a property of the classification, but also a product of the method used to estimate it. This makes comparisons across studies with different methodologies quite difficult.
The current study has used a naturalistic, joint-rater design to estimate inter-diagnostician reliability. Unlike some previous studies of the reliability of classification systems 27, 28 , structured interviews, which could be expected to increase reliability substantially [29] [30] [31] , were not used. No instruction or training was provided regarding how clinician raters should perform the diagnostic interview, and clinician raters received relatively minimal training on the new ICD-11 guidelines. The attempt was therefore to approximate the conditions under which the guidelines will be applied in clinical settings after their publication.
The joint-rater design was used in order to minimize information variance and to focus specifically on the question of whether two clinicians, relying on the same clinical information, agree on the diagnoses to be assigned to the patient when separately applying the ICD-11 diagnostic guidelines.
Similar to the naturalistic design of the current ICD-11 EIFS, the developers of the field studies for DSM-III, ICD-10 and DSM-5 also chose not to employ structured diagnostic interviews because they are not commonly used in general clinical settings 16, 25, 32, 33 . The DSM-III and ICD-10 CDDG field trials demonstrated good diagnostic reliability for most major classes of disorders. However, reliability estimates were likely inflated in the case of DSM-III by presentation of estimates only for disorder groupings (rather than individual diagnoses) 32 and, in the case of the ICD-10 CDDG, by the use of case conferences -in which one diagnostician interviewed the patient and then presented the case to other assessors -for establishing inter-diagnostician reliability 16 . The DSM-5 field trials also used a naturalistic design, employing two diagnosticians to assess inter-rater agreement on diagnoses and computing reliability at the level of individual diagnoses 34 . However, those field trials used a sequential, testretest design (two diagnosticians interviewing the participant at different time points) to establish inter-clinician reliability, rather than the concurrent, joint-rater design (two clinicians interviewing the participant together) employed in the ICD-11 EIFS. The DSM-5 design, therefore, did not control for information variance and so would almost certainly yield lower reliabilities 26, 35 . Therefore, reliability estimates of the recent DSM-Arguably, the DSM-5 design is a test of the diagnostic reliability of psychiatric diagnoses more generally and not specifically of the new diagnostic manual. The ICD-11 EIFS were designed as developmental studies with the goal of using the results in the final revision of the guidelines, rather than solely as evaluative field studies, which aim to assess what users can expect in terms of the classification's psychometric properties after the classification has been completed 36 . The concurrent joint-rater reliability design was preferred for the EIFS because it made it possible to focus on variation in the application or interpretation of the diagnostic guidelines, controlling for variance due to patient factors (e.g., giving different histories to the diagnosticians) and extraneous clinician factors (e.g., variations in the thoroughness of the interview).
The concurrent joint-rater design employed in ICD-11 EIFS focused specifically on the role of the diagnostic guidelines themselves as a source of unreliability. In a developmental field study, identification of high levels of clinician-criterion incongruity should prompt changes to the diagnostic guidelines, whereas clinician errors are likely better addressed through training on the use of the classification and clinical interviewing.
The reliability arm of EIFS described in this paper specifically targeted four groups of disorders among adult patients: schizophrenia and other primary psychotic disorders, mood disorders (including both depressive and bipolar disorders), anxiety and fear-related disorders, and disorders specifically associated with stress. These diagnoses account for the greatest proportion of global disease burden among mental disorders 37 and the highest levels of service utilization in mental health settings. This paper describes the EIFS results concerning reliability of the proposed ICD-11 CDDG among adult patients in 13 countries.
METHODS

Study design and procedures
Two study protocols were implemented to assess the reliability of the proposed ICD-11 diagnostic guidelines. Protocol 1 tested the reliability of the guidelines for schizophrenia and other primary psychotic disorders and for mood disorders, while Protocol 2 tested the guidelines for mood disorders, anxiety and fear-related disorders, and disorders specifically associated with stress.
Adult (18 years of age) patients exhibiting any psychotic symptoms and presenting for care at the participating field study center were eligible for Protocol 1. Adult (18 years of age) patients exhibiting mood symptoms, anxiety symptoms, or stress-related symptoms but no psychotic symptoms and presenting for care at the participating field study center were eligible for Protocol 2. These requirements were intended to produce an enriched sample that was likely to have at least one of the conditions being tested, but whose diagnostic status was not determined in advance.
Exclusion criteria for both protocols were the following: communication difficulty sufficient to interfere with participation in the diagnostic interview (e.g., lack of proficiency in the language of the clinicians at the site); cognitive dysfunction to an extent that would interfere with participation in the diagnostic interview; current incapacitation due to severe physical illness or pain; current substance intoxication or withdrawal or serious medication side effects; and current imminent risk of harm to self or other. These criteria essentially functioned to allow any consenting patient exhibiting the index symptoms to be recruited, unless they could not reasonably be expected to participate in the diagnostic interview.
Protocols were implemented at 28 sites in 13 countries. Additional site information is presented in Table 1 .
The local language was always used for the diagnostic interviews. The ICD-11 guidelines, training materials, and all material for the study were developed in English. Materials were then translated into four other languages -Chinese, Japanese, Russian and Spanish -with the collaboration of field study centers, using a thorough forward and back-translation process. In other sites, the English guidelines and training materials were used even though the interviews were conducted in other languages, again replicating the circumstances under which the ICD-11 will be implemented.
All sites obtained ethical clearance from their institutional review boards prior to study implementation. Research teams defined local procedures for obtaining consent and for reporting and addressing any adverse events that might be experienced by participants who were being interviewed as part of the study (e.g., inability to complete the interview due to high levels of symptoms or distress). Participants were assigned unique identification numbers, and no confidential or identifying information was reported to anyone outside the site.
A site director was responsible at each site for recruiting clinician raters. According to the practice standards of their countries, all clinician raters were qualified to make mental disorders diagnoses independently as a part of their scope of practice. Advanced residents in psychiatry (following completion of first two years of residency) could function as interviewers but were always paired with a fully qualified individual. Training was organized either at the level of the site or for multiple sites within a given country.
Clinician raters were provided with the ICD-11 diagnostic guidelines being tested and were asked to review them prior to the training session. The training session reviewed central features of the ICD-11 diagnostic guidelines in those areas covered by the protocols and their differences with ICD-10. The sessions used a standard set of slides developed by the WHO. Interactive exercises provided an opportunity for practice in applying the guidelines to case vignettes. The only difference between Protocol 1 and Protocol 2 was that, for the former, clinician raters were informed that they were required to assess for schizophrenia and other primary psychotic disorders and for mood disorders, as well as for any other area they deemed relevant in arriving at a diagnostic formulation, while for the latter they were required to assess for mood disorders, anxiety and fear-related disorders, and disorders specifically associated with stress. No other instruction was given about how to approach the interview, and it was left to the judgment of the clinician raters to determine how best to perform the assessment, according to their professional training and usual practice, as will be the case when the ICD-11 is implemented.
Training sessions lasted for approximately two hours per protocol (i.e., approximately four hours for sites that were doing both Protocol 1 and Protocol 2). Training sessions were therefore not dissimilar to those that clinicians might realistically receive when the ICD-11 is implemented in their countries. The sessions also covered the study flow and data collection procedures. Post-training and prior to start of data collection, clinician raters registered to participate using an online registration system, providing demographic information as well as details regarding their clinical experience (see Table 2 ).
A broader group of clinicians at each study site were given information on the study inclusion and exclusion criteria and referral procedures, and asked to refer qualifying patients to either Protocol 1 or Protocol 2. At most sites, clinician raters who conducted joint-rater interviews were also part of the pool of referring clinicians, in which case they were not permitted to interview any patient they had referred. Referring clinicians were invited to participate in the training sessions for interviewers, though this was not mandatory. Upon referral, a research coordinator explained the study to referred patients and obtained their informed consent. Following informed consent, patients were interviewed by two clinicians who had no prior clinical contact with the patient. One clinician rater served as the primary interviewer and the second as an observer. The observer was allowed to ask additional follow-up questions at the end of the interview. Clinician pairings were varied as much as possible given constraints of availability and scheduling, and participating clinicians alternated as primary interviewer and observer.
The clinician raters were instructed to set aside 60-90 min for the joint-rater interview. They were asked to approach assessments as they would in routine practice. The range and length of the diagnostic interviews were therefore substantially consistent with usual practice in participating mental health centers.
Based on the interview, and in some cases additional supplementary material provided to both clinicians (e.g., patient file excluding current or prior psychiatric diagnoses and psychotropic medication prescriptions, interviews with family members), clinician raters independently arrived at a diagnostic formulation consisting of up to three diagnoses. Diagnoses were non-hierarchical (i.e., not specified as primary, secondary or tertiary) and could fall within any mental, behavioural or neurodevelopmental disorder diagnostic grouping. Participating clinicians could also specify a non-mental or behavioural disorder diagnosis, or no diagnosis. For diagnoses included in Protocol 1 and Protocol 2, additional detailed questions were asked about symptom presentation and clinical utility of the guidelines.
Following the interview, both clinician raters independently provided data based on the interview using a secure webbased data collection system. Participating clinicians were instructed to record their data within 24 hours. Information provided included each clinician rater's diagnostic formulation, and ratings of the presence or absence of each element of any disorder from the diagnostic groupings that were the focus of Protocol 1 or Protocol 2. Data provided by each clinician also included responses to detailed questions about the clinical utility of the diagnostic guidelines as applied to that particular patient.
Participants
A total of 339 clinicians from the 28 study sites in 13 countries (see Table 2 ) served as clinician raters for Protocol 1 and/ or Protocol 2. The mean age of clinician raters was 37.2 6 8.3 years, and the ages were comparable across countries. There was a slight majority of male clinician raters in the global sample (56.6%). The overwhelming majority of clinician raters in the study were psychiatrists (93.2%), with a small representation of psychologists (3.8%), nurses (1.5%) and other medical professionals (1.5%). The average clinical experience of the clinician raters was 7.6 6 7.5 years.
As shown in Table 3 , 1,806 patients were recruited into the study for Protocol 1 (N51,041) or Protocol 2 (N5765). The average age of participating patients was 39.9 6 13.7 years, and ages were comparable across countries. The global sample had an equal gender distribution. The marital status of the majority of patients in the global sample was single (54.9%); 33.1% were married/cohabitating, 9.8% were separated/ divorced and 2.2% were widowed. More than half of the patients in the global sample were unemployed (55.9%) and only 22.3% of the patients had full time employment. A slight majority of recruited patients in the global sample were inpatients (55.0%) and the remainder were nearly all outpatients (44.4%). The small remaining proportion (0.6%) were enrolled in other types of programs such as partial day hospitalization.
Data collection, management and processing
Data reported by clinician interviewers were securely collected using the Electronic Field Study System (EFSS), a webbased data collection system developed using Qualtrics TM (Provo, UT, USA) and made available in five study languages. Clinicians logged onto the EFSS using a unique password to report all study data.
Data from the sites were stored and managed centrally by the Data Coordinating Center (DCC) at Columbia University. Data quality was established through continuous monitoring of the data collection procedures by local research staff at each site and through use of programming functions within Qualtrics TM , such as forced response and content validation options. This provided a mechanism for collecting data in a standardized, uniform format from all sites. Site-based research teams kept records of any errors in data entry that were passed on to the DCC for correction.
Data analysis
The main analysis of the study addressed the reliability of diagnoses included in Protocols 1 and 2. Data from both protocols were combined in the current analyses. Diagnostic reliability was estimated based on agreements between clinician raters irrespective of whether the diagnosis was listed first, second or third. For example, if for a particular patient one clinician rater diagnosed single episode depressive disorder, panic disorder, and agoraphobia, and the other clinician rater diagnosed agoraphobia and single episode depressive disorder, both clinician raters would have agreement on the diagnosis of single episode depressive disorder and agoraphobia, but disagreement for panic disorder.
Only diagnoses that occurred at least 30 times across the study were included in these analyses, as diagnoses assigned less frequently were not considered to have sufficient stability for the present evaluation. To estimate diagnostic reliability, 32 (100) 39 ( intraclass kappa coefficients for diagnoses weighted by site and study prevalence were calculated. Bootstrapped 95% confidence intervals for kappa, based upon 1,000 resamples, were then calculated. All analyses were conducted using SPSS. 
RESULTS
Estimates of joint-rater agreement are shown in Table 4 , along with bootstrapped 95% confidence intervals. The point estimate of kappa ranged from 0.45 (dysthymic disorder) to 0.88 (social anxiety disorder) and would be considered moderate to almost perfect according to Landis and Koch adjectives for all diagnoses for which it was calculated.
The kappa estimates were almost perfect for schizophrenia (0.87) and bipolar I disorder (0.84); substantial for schizoaffective disorder (0.66), delusional disorder (0.69), bipolar II disorder (0.62), single episode depressive disorder (0.64), recurrent depressive disorder (0.74), generalized anxiety disorder (0.62), agoraphobia (0.62), and adjustment disorder (0.73); and moderate for acute and transient psychotic disorder (0.45), dysthymic disorder (0.45), panic disorder (0.57), post-traumatic stress disorder (0.49), and the newly introduced diagnosis of complex post-traumatic stress disorder (0.56).
In general, point estimates of kappa were lower for disorders for which smaller samples were obtained. The higher number of diagnoses of primary psychotic and mood disorders reflects the type of settings (55% inpatient) and the nature of the centers (tertiary and secondary care) involved in the reliability arm of EIFS.
The estimates of kappa were precise for all diagnoses for which it was calculated (confidence interval <0.5; standard error <0.1). The lower bound estimates of the confidence interval for kappa were higher than 0.4 (fair reliability) for 13 of the 16 disorders. However, the lower bound estimates were only in the fair range (from 0.2 to 0.4) for acute and transient psychotic disorder (0.27), dysthymic disorder (0.28), and posttraumatic stress disorder (0.33). All diagnoses with lower bound confidence interval estimates of kappa (<0.4) were made less often, suggesting that higher reliability for these disorders might accrue in samples of larger sizes. Table 5 provides a comparison of the results of joint-rater agreement in the current study of the ICD-11 CDDG with the results of the ICD-10 CDDG field trial 16 . This comparison is intended to be illustrative rather than exact because of major differences in study methodologies. Unlike the ICD-11 EIFS, which used two raters for face-to-face joint rater interviews, the ICD-10 field study used case conferences, in which one rater conducted a face-to-face interview and then presented the case to other raters as a basis for establishing inter-rater reliability. The case conference methodology is likely to produce more consensus-based results, in which reliability would be correspondingly higher. Further, though most ICD-10 diagnoses correspond closely to proposed ICD-11 diagnoses, they are not identical. While statistical comparisons of the two studies are not justified, in 10 of the 14 possible comparisons between the ICD- 11 CDDG EIFS and the ICD-10 CDDG field study, the kappa values were higher for ICD-11. These differences tended to be modest.
DISCUSSION
The 11th revision of the Mental, Behavioural and Neurodevelopmental Disorders chapter of the ICD has proposed substantive changes to the conceptualization of many disorders, which may impact their reliability, validity and clinical utility. Field studies that assess how well the proposed changes perform in the hands of the intended users are crucial to this revision process. Accordingly, the EIFS for proposed ICD-11 CDDG were conducted in a broad spectrum of secondary and tertiary mental health care settings across countries with varied languages, cultures, and resource levels.
The results of the ICD-11 EIFS show that all common and high-burden disorders in the adult population covered in the current study were diagnosed with at least satisfactory -and in most cases excellent -reliability by a sample of clinician raters that included advanced trainees in psychiatry as well as more experienced clinicians. This suggests that the proposed ICD-11 CDDG are suitable for use at a global level and that their satisfactory implementation extends beyond application to written vignettes to application to real patients in clinical settings.
Reliability of diagnosis impacts clinical communication, generalizability of the guidelines across patient populations, and tailoring of treatments according to diagnosis, in addition to the selection of samples for research. The DSM-III had introduced fully operationalized diagnostic criteria in the classification of mental disorders as a way of improving diagnostic reliability 30, 31 . The ICD-11 CDDG were designed to align with the overarching principles of categorization emerging from earlier studies analyzing how clinicians naturally organize clinical conditions 2 . ICD-11 disorders are presented in terms of the essential features that clinicians could reasonably expect to find in all cases, in an effort to communicate the essence of the disorder, with greater flexibility for clinical and cultural variation 13 . The ICD-11 CDDG avoid fully operationalized criteria characterized by precise cutoffs and symptom counts, unless these are specifically empirically supported. The present results challenge the assumption that the more clinician-friendly, less concretely algorithmic, and less precisely specified approach adopted for the ICD-11 CDDG is inherently less reliable.
The reliability coefficients observed in this study were based on routine clinical assessments (lasting about one hour) using open form interviews by clinicians with diverse training and experience. The results were similar to those achieved by diagnostic assessments using more complex and time consuming structured instruments 26, 39, 40 . These results suggest that the use of more uniform procedures by clinicians based on a brief training may yield adequate reliability for commonly diagnosed mental disorders in clinical settings. A hypothesis that would be well worth testing -given the resources that are devoted to the refinement of diagnostic criteria -is that further gains could be obtained by focusing greater attention on , rather than on introducing greater precision in the strict operationalization of diagnostic guidelines.
In general, the reliability of diagnoses in ICD-11 CDDG was superior to that of diagnoses in ICD-10 CDDG 16 , though strict comparisons are not appropriate due to differences in methodology of these field studies. Similar comparisons with the studies of ICD-10 Diagnostic Criteria for Research 33 and the DSM-III 32 were not performed because of even greater methodological differences. The ICD-10 Diagnostic Criteria for Research field trial involved the use of a structured diagnostic instrument that covered the diagnostic criteria for assessment 33 . The published results of DSM-III field trial provided kappa values for disorder groupings rather than for specific disorders 32 , which would tend to maximize reliability results because disagreements within a grouping are substantially more likely than disagreements concerning disorders from different groupings.
Changes to the ICD-11 CDDG relative to the ICD-10 CDDG were proposed by expert working groups based on the available scientific evidence and with explicit attention to additional sources of information related to clinical utility and global applicability. In no case were changes proposed solely to improve reliability, though the more consistent presentation of information in the ICD-11 CDDG as compared to the ICD-10 CDDG 13 likely helped in this regard. However, had the outcome of these changes been an overall reduction in reliability of the ICD-11 CDDG relative to the ICD-10 CDDG, this would have been cause for concern. The reliability of ICD-11 CDDG generalized anxiety disorder, agoraphobia, social anxiety disorder, and adjustment disorder seems to have improved relative to the ICD-10 CDDG. This is reassuring, because the reliability of milder disorders compared to more severe disorders (e.g., schizophrenia and bipolar disorder) was lower in ICD-10 field trials 16, 33 . Data from DSM-5 field trials suggest that disorders that are more broadly defined have higher reliability 25 . A number of hierarchical exclusion rules have been eliminated for anxiety and fear-related disorders in ICD-11 CDDG because they lacked specific empirical support 7 . Similarly, the subtypes of adjustment disorder have been eliminated from ICD-11 CDDG because they lacked evidence for validity or clinical utility 5 . The conceptualization of generalized anxiety disorder has been broadened in ICD-11 CDDG to include worry as an alternative essential feature to generalized apprehension and accompanying physiological symptoms 7 , based in part on studies that show that worry is a central characteristic of the disorder 42 . Agoraphobia is reconceptualized to include a broader array of feared stimuli (fear of situations, fear of specific negative outcomes) and behaviours manifested in response to these stimuli (avoidance or entering the situations under specific conditions or enduring the situation with intense fear/ anxiety), partly to allow for situations that may be more representative of those reported in low-and middle-income countries 43 . The ICD-11 conceptualization of social anxiety disorder has broadened the concept of ways in which the person could fear being negatively evaluated by others to include cultural variants of the disorder (i.e., fears of humiliation, embarrassment, rejection, or being offensive) as well as the range of behaviours in response to social stimuli 44, 45 . It is possible that the greater attention to the cognitive and behavioural components of anxiety disorders and their contextual and cultural features in the ICD-11 CDDG as compared to the ICD- 10 CDDG 7 helped to improve the reliability of these diagnoses.
Changes made in the diagnostic guidelines for adjustment disorder based on an earlier case-controlled study of disorders specifically associated with stress 9 , particularly in providing additional guidance on differentiation from normal stress reactions, likely improved its diagnostic reliability in the current study.
Schizoaffective disorder is not a rare diagnosis in clinical populations, and its reliability is subject to ongoing discussion 46 . Jager et al 47 reviewed six studies and reported kappa scores between 0.08 and 0.63, concluding that only one study showed good agreement. In a meta-analysis of studies on sequential reliability (test-retest) of schizoaffective disorders, Santelmann et al 46 documented a mean difference of approximately 0.2 for kappa between schizoaffective disorder and other diagnoses such as schizophrenia, bipolar disorder and unipolar depression. The improved reliability of ICD-11 schizoaffective disorder in comparison to ICD-10 CDDG diagnosis may be related to the decision, in the proposed ICD-11 CDDG, to even more clearly apply the diagnostic requirements to the current episode rather than to the longitudinal presentation of the illness 3 . This is different from the longitudinal approach historically and currently taken by the DSM, on which most previous studies have been based 46, 47 . Again, the purpose of the changes made for ICD-11 was to increase the clinical utility of the categories, and to the extent possible their validity, but it is reassuring that improved reliability appears to have been an outcome of these changes. Some areas of the classification merit further consideration based on these results. The ICD-11 CDDG diagnoses of acute and transient psychotic disorder, panic disorder, and posttraumatic stress disorder seemed to have lower reliability than the equivalent categories in the ICD-10 CDDG, though it was not considered appropriate to analyze these differences statistically. However, these differences are modest in size (in all cases <0.2), and the reliability estimates for the ICD-11 CDDG in these categories are still in the moderate range.
However, unlike the categories discussed previously that were broadened in the ICD-11 CDDG, the description of each of these disorders has been narrowed in terms of their essential features. ICD-11 acute and transient psychotic disorder now exclusively comprises acute psychoses with "polymorphic" presentation 3 , which is not strictly comparable to the broader concept tested in the ICD-10 field trial 16 . results, the description of acute and transient psychotic disorder has been revised for the final version of the guidelines to define this aspect of the disorder more explicitly and to provide additional guidance on how to differentiate it from other conditions. The proposed ICD-11 CDDG for panic disorder now require a clear discrimination between panic attacks of unexpected nature and panic attacks occurring in relation to symptoms of specific mental disorders (i.e., phobic disorders, some obsessive-compulsive disorders, and disorders specifically associated with stress). If panic attacks can be explained as due to symptoms of other specific mental disorders, a "with panic attacks" qualifier should be used rather than an additional cooccurring diagnosis of panic disorder. If some panic attacks over the course of the disorder have been unexpected and not exclusively in response to stimuli associated with the focus of apprehension related to the relevant disorder, a separate diagnosis of panic disorder should be assigned. In such cases, it is not necessary to apply the "with panic attacks" qualifier 7 . The lower kappa value for the ICD-11 CDDG as compared to the ICD-10 CDDG for panic disorder suggests that clinicians may have found it difficult to differentiate between expected and unexpected panic attacks or have been unclear about when to use the "with panic attacks" qualifier and when instead apply an additional diagnosis of panic disorder. This provides an example of an apparent trade-off between validity and reliability. Based on the results of this study, the final version of the ICD-11 CDDG will contain more detailed guidance on how to differentiate between unexpected and expected panic attacks and on how to decide whether applying the "with panic attacks" qualifier or a co-occurring panic disorder diagnosis. Increased emphasis on this issue in training programs as a part of ICD-11 implementation may also be helpful. Though post-traumatic stress disorder is a well-recognized clinical entity, it has been criticized for the broad composition of its symptom clusters and high levels of co-occurrence with other disorders. Studies have also suggested that the threshold for an ICD-10 diagnosis of the disorder is relatively low 48, 49 .
The ICD-11 CDDG for post-traumatic stress disorder diagnosis are conceptually narrower than the ICD-10 ones, and now require the presence of re-experiencing of intrusive symptoms in the "here and now", as opposed to only experiencing intrusive memories of the traumatic event, as well as the presence of functional impairment 5 . This model has garnered increasing empirical support 50 . However, an earlier Internet-based study on disorders specifically associated with stress 9 showed that clinicians did not consistently apply the proposed ICD-11 guidelines regarding the required element of re-experiencing of the traumatic event(s). The subsequent version of the ICD-11 CDDG used in the present study provided additional clarification regarding re-experiencing in PTSD. However, the application of some of the changes introduced in the ICD-11 for post-traumatic stress disorder still appears to be difficult for practicing clinicians. Further exploration of the discrepancies between clinician raters at the level of specific symptoms may cast additional light on this issue. A specific focus on the new conceptualization of post-traumatic stress disorder as a part of ICD-11 training programs will also likely to be needed. Some of the limitations of the ICD-11 EIFS need to be acknowledged. First, it bears repeating that the joint-rater (concurrent) method of testing reliability, which constrains the information provided to the two diagnosticians to be identical, usually generates higher kappa values compared to those obtained when separate interviews are conducted 26, 51 . Second, the present study was conducted in multiple centers in diverse countries, including a very high proportion of low-and middleincome countries, but participating clinicians cannot be considered to be a globally representative sample of diagnosing mental health professionals. Participating institutions were typically high-status secondary or tertiary care centers, where the training of clinicians in diagnostic classification and interviewing is likely to meet the highest national standards. Clinician interviewers in the study would also have had some specific interest in diagnostic classification and in learning about the ICD-11. It can therefore be assumed that the reliabilities obtained in the study are higher than those that will be obtained in usual practice across all settings where the ICD-11 CDDG will be implemented. However, these problems are inherent in any field study, unless they can be overcome by a level of resources substantially in excess of those available for the EIFS.
Moreover, because the study sites were large academic settings that would tend to serve patients with moderate to severe mental health problems, the results may not be generalizable to patients with milder disorders seen in community settings. Mitigating this concern somewhat is the fact that ICD-11 CDDG include specific guidance on delineation of disorders from normal variation and have raised diagnostic thresholds for some of the conditions tested in EIFS (e.g., disorders specifically associated with stress).
Finally, the current study assessed only a relatively small proportion of the wide range of mental disorder diagnoses that may be applied to adult patients, focusing on those that are responsible for the highest level of disease burden and account for the greatest proportions of mental health services in participating centers. A much broader range of diagnostic categories is being addressed via Internet-based studies 9, 12 and the overall consistency between the results of the two types of studies is reassuring in this regard.
CONCLUSIONS
As a developmental field study 36 , the ICD-11 CDDG EIFS has been designed to provide information regarding the source of diagnostic disagreements through assessment of each element of the diagnostic guidelines for those disorders included in the protocols. This study has provided additional data for the WHO to use in improving the diagnostic guidelines prior to their publication. The WHO will also use the data in the development of training manuals and training courses for clinicians in order to support member states in their implementation of ICD-11, with specific attention to the low-and middle-income countries in which the overwhelming majority of the world's population live. The primary conclusion of this multi-country study is that the proposed ICD-11 CDDG can be interpreted in a consistent manner by diagnosing mental health professionals in a wide range of countries. The global applicability of the ICD-11 CDDG conceptualization of commonly diagnosed mental disorders is supported by the assessment of reliability of these guidelines in diverse settings (across 28 sites in 13 countries and in five languages) using a naturalistic field study design and a training approach that can easily be replicated for ICD-11 implementation. In the limited number of conditions that fell short, the findings will inform further revision prior to publication of the ICD-11.
The magnitude of this collaboration, the inclusion of clinicians in practice around the globe, the administration of the study in multiple languages, and the completion of this research in time to have the findings inform the final guidelines are major strengths of the ICD-11 research program. In addition to the specific value of this study in shaping the ICD-11, the EIFS and the WHO's Global Clinical Practice Network 52 for
Internet-based ICD-11 field studies (http://gcp.network) have galvanized interest among clinicians around the world to participate in ongoing research that will continue to improve many dimensions of clinical understanding of mental illness and mental health service delivery.
